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What Now?! 

“The world is in a state of emergency and normal life is suddenly no longer normal - COVID-19 
affects us all. No school is cool for kids, but it can also be quite boring in the long run. To prevent 
this from happening, children show other children and teenagers in times of Corona what they 
can do at home in our 13-part series „Was jetzt?!”. They show them moves and tricks for staying 
in shape and give them tips on how to easily make something new out of old glass, milk 
packaging or old T-shirts. In the 13-part series, friends Maja and Jennica are the volleyball pros. 
In order to keep the distance of two metres, they put a pole between them in the garden. 
Together they show a few exercises on what to look out for when setting and bumping, how to 
hold your hands to hit the ball best and also what role the whole-body plays. The most important 
tips are additionally clarified by graphic displays.”  

 

Kaja, Kiran, Fabienne – When the world stays home 

“Stay at home, don't meet friends, keep a distance of two metres outside and preferably wear 
a mouth guard - these are the Corona rules in Germany. But what is life like for children in other 
countries? Children and young people from all over the world use their smartphones to show 
how the Corona crisis is changing their everyday lives and the things they do to pass the time. 
Merle and Jakob from France are only allowed to go out for one hour a day, and they are only 
one kilometre away from home. They have come up with a very special trampoline game in 
which their parents almost never win. For Kaja from the USA life has become much quieter since 
the "lockdown". She lives with her brother Linus and her parents in Atlanta and uses the time to 
spread encouraging messages on small pieces of paper in the neighbourhood. She also lets 
homemade paper planes fly from the 20th floor of her high-rise building. Mathilda and Leander 
bake typical South American empanadas. They live with their parents in Argentina and have 
been waiting since the beginning of March to move to China. But the borders are tight and there 
are no planes flying. With Kiran from Singapore, the school and piano lessons take place online. 
The football field is closed. Therefore, Kiran has built his own soccer parkour in the backyard. 
Elenor and Konrad from Australia are also creative: Because they don't have to go to school, 
they spent a lot of time and built an automatic feeding machine for their cats. Fabienne and 
Amelie have to stay at home in Madeira. But they never get really bored on the island in the 
Atlantic Ocean. They pass the time with cooking, painting or hiking. Marco from Glückstadt 
enjoys the free time. Finally, he can take care of his rabbit Lea in peace - great for Lea, because 
she gets homemade treats!” 
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